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					Dress the real you

					Clothes made to fit you, not the other way around
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		Tech for a perfect fit
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		When your clothes are made with care, you can feel it. Before our tailors handcraft your piece, our algorithm uses a decade’s worth of sizing data to make sure it fits you right. Hard to believe, easy to prove.

		
			Know more
		
			
	






	
		Outfit Ideas

		
			Get inspired by our community. Real customers like you styling great outfits based on Hockerty garments
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			Our planet
appreciates it

			Feel great about your clothes and your environmental impact. There’s no waste when you wear one-of-a-kind.

			Learn how it's made
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			Looks that last

			We know you pay attention to detail, and so do we. From durable fabrics to our quality-controlled tailoring process. Get samples of any fabric in our 150+ range, and be assured that your garments are timeless.

			Order samples
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		Perfect fit garments, to your specifications

		From fabrics and buttons to pocket styles and lining colors, personalize your handcrafted look. Take control and feel confident with our Perfect Fit Guarantee. 

		Learn more
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                    "With its design system, you can fully customize your shoes, getting super original or classic pieces, as you wish, in a super intuitive way."
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                    "These made-to-measure, customizable, and sustainable jeans are the investment you should make now to always enjoy."
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                    "Hockerty: The Made-To-Measure Clothing That's Accessible To All"
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                    "Perhaps the Ceremony Calls for a Morning Suit? Check Hockerty made to measure morning suits"
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                    "They've put the entire made-to-measure process online, and use a proprietary system to estimate your measurements. That way, if you really can't measure yourself, you don't have to."
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				Fantastic overall concept and service.

				
					
The concept is great, customer follow up exceptional, Tailoring superb and efficiency far above expectation. Well done I will not hesitate to recommend Hockerty.

				

				Bruce Manuel - United States
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				Groom 

				
					The vest matched my wife\'s dress perfectly. I also ordered a tie and pocket square in ivory and perfect match, as well! The only draw back would be to go to your local tailor to have the buttons reinforced for dancing events such as a wedding. 

				

				Brett Bright - United States
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				I graduated!

				
					Happy with my new order

				

				Lourens - United States
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				Great addition

				
					

				

				Nicholas - United States
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				A camel topcoat is a must have for every guys closet

				
					

				

				Jon - United States
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				Excellent fit

				
					From the very start I was impressed with the range of customisation options from Hockerty. Took a few tries to get the measurements right, but their customer service was very helpful. They kept me informed about delays due to the COVID lockdown in Shanghai, and the final product when I received it, was beautiful. I\'m really pleased with this field jacket! 

				

				Paul - United States
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				Perfect Blazer, perfect fit, 

				
					Perfect Blazer, perfect fit, excellent quality of materials, delivery on time.
This is the second time I\'ve bought from Hockerty. In the photo I am wearing a blazer and a Hockerty shirt.
I am Completely satisfied I recommend Hockerty.

				

				Simon - United States
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				Really me!

				
					I really love my threepiece linen doublebreasted suit. I feel like Hemingway but it’s really me! I even get compliments from strangers, including young ladies. I am a longstandung cutomer at hockerty.com an d I love what you do!

				

				Werner Schwab - United States
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